ZERO ZONE
FULL LINE SELECTION

the responsive company™
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

- Expert Design for Supermarket & Industrial Applications
- Support Toward Sustainable Resource Management
- Lower Cost of Ownership & Higher Return on Investment
- Custom Engineered Systems for Your Unique Needs
- More Horsepower & Greater Flexibility
- Ease of Installation & Maintenance
- Reliability & Long Life
- Superior Accessibility

ColdLoop® Glycol & CO₂ Systems

Parallel Rack Systems

Outdoor Parallel Rack Systems

Edge™ Distributed Systems

Edge™ XT Exterior Distributed Systems

Condensing Unit Skids

Electrical/Mechanical Centers

Industrial Systems
DISPLAY CASES

- Flexibility and Style for Creative Product Merchandising
- Reduced Energy Costs by as Much as 84%
- Thickest Foam Panels in the Industry
- LED Lighting & High-Efficiency Fan Motors
- Solid Construction & Superior Accessibility
- Ease of Installation & Maintenance
- Maximum Facings & Packout

Low Temp Crystal™ Merchandiser

Low Temp Highlight™ Merchandiser

Low Temp Merchandiser

Open Multi-Deck

Medium Temp Crystal™ Merchandiser

Medium Temp Highlight™ Merchandiser

Hybrid™ Display Cases w/ Top-Mount Refrigeration

Highlight™ Merchandiser

Low & Medium Temp Reach-In Display Cases

Crystal Merchandiser

Low & Medium Temp Reach-In Display Cases

Reveal™ Merchandiser

Open Multi-Deck Display Cases

Low Temp Crystal™ Merchandiser
Delivering Sustainable Resource Management

Zero Zone, a proud partner of the EPA’s GreenChill Advanced Refrigeration Partnership, is equipped to assist you in reaching your sustainability goals while protecting the environment. Our refrigeration systems and display merchandisers are designed to minimize environmental impact while lowering overall operating costs and accelerating ROI. This win-win approach is good for our customers, good for the communities they serve, and good for the planet.

OVER 55 COOL YEARS...
MANY MORE IN STORE

Zero Zone products are built with today’s modern retailers in mind—assembled in the USA with the highest quality and innovation. Zero Zone gives you the flexibility, style, and energy efficiency you demand, while providing you with the responsive and personalized service you deserve.

“Our personalized service is second to none. Consistently meeting customers’ needs defines us as a company that has its priorities in line.”
~ Steve G., Reach-In Display Case™ Product Manager